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Pioneering Advanced Technology for Industrial Energy Conservation
Founded in 1974 with the invention of the Z-Duct plate air-to-air heat exchanger, Munters - Des Champs Products has
led the industry in the design, engineering, and manufacture of air-to-air energy saving systems, industrial heat
exchangers, packaged make-up air, and dehumidification systems. The company quickly earned a reputation for 
innovation by manufacturing a unique, efficient heat exchanger for the F-14 fighter plane. This aluminum plate heat
exchanger proved to be cost effective and found a ready market in the private sector. Eighteen patents and a host of
new products later, Munters offers virtually all types of air-to-air heat exchangers and energy recovery systems 
including equipment durable enough to withstand the effects of high temperatures and rugged operating 
environments. These industrial heat exchangers are able to perform under harsh conditions in temperatures as 
high as 2000°F with special construction.

Munters understands the customer’s needs and offers engineered solutions to meet specific requirements. Our line of
industrial heat exchangers includes the Thermo-Z plate heat exchanger and the Thermo-T tubular heat exchanger.
Custom designs may include multiple airflow configurations and variable spacings to achieve the desired heat
exchanger effectiveness and pressure differentials while maintaining specific size.

Thermo-Z™

The Munters Thermo-Z plate heat exchanger recovers heat from energy-consuming processes up to 1400°F. Thermo-Z
is typically constructed of heavy gauge alloy stainless steel, providing a smooth, continuous path for minimum air
resistance. Heat transfer plates are completely seam-welded to prevent cross-contamination, and optional expansion
joints enable flange-to-flange ductwork installation without the need to compensate for thermal expansion. Custom
designs are offered, with effectiveness values up to 85%.

Thermo-T™

The Munters Thermo-T tubular heat exchanger recovers heat from energy-consuming processes at temperatures up to
1800°F. Heat transfer tubes are fully welded to the tube sheets, ensuring minimum cross-contamination. Integral expansion
joints make the Thermo-T ideal for high-temperature applications. Single and multi-pass models are available with
effectiveness values up to 80%.

Product Testing
Munters - Des Champs Products utilizes modern testing instruments and procedures to ensure a high quality product.
All heat exchangers are fully pressure-tested for leaks and inspected for structural integrity.

Research and Development
Research and Development is the core of Munters - Des Champs Products and the source of all our products.
Listening to and working closely with our customers has made us the first to bring to market new products to address
new applications. Munters is committed to providing custom engineered solutions to challenging problems.
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Catalytic & Thermal Oxidizer
Heat Recovery 1st & 2nd Stage

Transfer Process Exhaust to
Process Make-up Air

Transfer Process Exhaust to
Process Make-up Air

Cooling Process Air Prior
to Bag House

Rotary Kiln Waste Process Heat
to Plant Make-up Air
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Thermo-Z
The Thermo-Z plate heat exchanger is designed to recover heat from
energy consuming processes up to 1400°F. Energy can be recovered and
returned as process make-up air, used to preheat combustion air, or used
for plant or office heating.

Thermo-Z offers fully adjustable plate thickness and plate spacing.
Combine this with the unmatched flexibility in materials of construction
and flow patterns, and Thermo-Z is the obvious choice for your high
temperature heat recovery application.

To meet unique performance or configuration requirements, multiple
flow patterns are available. For harsh environments, the Thermo-Z can
be integrated with a tubular heat exchanger (Thermo-T) to provide the
ultimate in effectiveness, reliability and value.

Construction
The Thermo-Z heat exchanger is designed and constructed for an
industrial environment. Proper material selection is crucial to the life of
a heat exchanger. Typically, Thermo-Z is constructed with heavy gauge
304L, 316L, or 309S stainless steel plates that provide a smooth, continuous
path for minimum air resistance. These materials provide superior
performance in high temperature or corrosive environments.  Optional
materials are available to meet specific needs.

The heat transfer plates are completely seam welded to ensure against
cross-contamination. Spacing is achieved with raised and depressed
truncated conical dimples, providing uniform plate pitch. The height of
these dimples can be varied at the time of manufacture to establish the
desired plate spacing necessary to meet exact performance requirements.

The inner casing is constructed of the same material as the heat transfer
matrix. It is welded to the matrix at certain peripheral locations to assure
an air-tight seal.

Optional Expansion Joints With Welded Outer Casing
Thermal stress is another major factor in high-temperature heat exchanger
design. At high temperatures, Munters’ integral expansion joints allow the
heat exchanger matrix to expand without causing excessive stress. 

Punched

The outer casing remains cool because of the layer of
high-temperature insulation. Therefore, it will not expand
as a result of process temperature changes. The internal
casing is secured to the cold outer casing by means of
integral thermal expansion joints. These joints allow the
inner matrix/casing assembly to move freely without 
undue forces being imposed on it by the rigid, cool 
external casing. The heat exchanger (with its cold flanges)
can be installed flange-to-flange to the ductwork without
the need to compensate for the thermal expansion of the
heat exchanger.

Features and Benefits
- Standard operation to 1400°F
- Effectiveness to 85%
- Pressure differentials to 28" W.C. standard
- Fully-welded construction
- Near zero cross-contamination
- Custom designs
- Variable plate spacing
- Integration with Thermo-T
- More cost effective than shell and tube

heat exchangers

Applications
- Oxidizers
- Ovens
- Dryers
- Furnaces
- Solid Waste Recovery
- Annealing Operations
- Solvent Recovery
- Anywhere hot air is wasted

Standard and Custom Engineered Construction

Standard Construction
- All-welded heat transfer matrix

(standard 0.030 inches thick)
- Standard 0.5-inch plate spacing
- All-welded casing (minimum 0.105 inches thick)
- 2" x 2" x 1/4" pre-punched flange connections
- Highly effective counterflow pattern
- Ready to be field installed and insulated

Custom Construction
- Broad selection of materials
- Insulated double-wall construction with integral thermal 

expansion joints
- Seven airflow patterns
- Designed to meet user requirements
- Complete systems
- Matrix cleaning options
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Thermo-T
The Thermo-T tubular heat exchanger is designed to recover heat from
energy consuming processes up to 2000°F. Energy can be recovered and
returned as process make-up air, used to preheat combustion air, or used
for plant or office heating.

Thermo-T offers fully adjustable tube size and tube spacing. Combine this
with the unmatched flexibility in materials of construction and flow patterns,
and Thermo-T is the obvious choice for your high temperature heat
recovery application.

To meet unique performance or configuration requirements, both single
and multi-pass models are available. The Thermo-T can be integrated
with a plate heat exchanger (Thermo-Z) to provide the ultimate in
effectiveness, reliability and value.

Construction
The Thermo-T heat exchanger is designed and constructed for an industrial
environment. Proper material selection is crucial to the life of a heat
exchanger. Typically, Thermo-T is constructed with 304L, 316L, or 309S
stainless steel tubes and tube sheets. These materials provide superior
performance in high temperature or corrosive environments. Optional
materials are available to meet specific needs.

The tubes are fully welded to the tube sheet to provide a double layer of 
protection against cross-contamination. The tube size and spacing are
fully adjustable at the time of manufacture to meet exact performance
requirements.

The inner casing is constructed of the same material as the heat transfer
matrix. It is welded to the matrix at certain peripheral locations to assure
an air-tight seal.

Optional Expansion Joints With Welded Outer Casing
Thermal stress is another major factor in high-temperature heat exchanger
design. At high temperatures, Munters’ integral expansion joints allow the
tube/sheet assembly to expand without causing excessive stress.

The outer casing remains cool because of the layer 
of high-temperature insulation. Therefore, it will not
expand as a result of process temperature changes.
The internal casing is secured to the cold outer 
casing by means of integral thermal expansion joints.
These joints allow the inner matrix/casing assembly
to move freely without undue forces being imposed
on it by the rigid, cool external casing. The heat
exchanger (with its cold flanges) can be installed
flange-to-flange to the ductwork without the need 
to compensate for the thermal expansion of the 
heat exchanger.

Features and Benefits
- Standard operation to 1800°F; higher

temperature construction available
- Effectiveness to 80%
- Pressure differentials to 28" W.C. standard
- Fully-welded construction
- Near zero cross-contamination
- Custom designs
- Variable tube size and spacing
- Integration with Thermo-Z
- Ideal for high pressure applications

Applications
- Oxidizers
- Ovens
- Dryers
- Furnaces
- Solid Waste Recovery
- Annealing Operations
- Solvent Recovery
- Particulate-laden exhausts
- Anywhere hot air is wasted

Standard and Custom Engineered Construction

Standard Construction
- Fully welded tube bundle (.065 inch avg wall thickness)
- 1/4" thick tube sheet
- Tubes fully welded to tube sheet.
- All-welded casing (minimum 0.105 inches thick)
- 2" x 2" x 1/4" pre-punched flange connections
- Highly effective counterflow pattern
- Ready to be field installed and insulated

Custom Construction
- Broad selection of materials
- Insulated double-wall construction with integral thermal 

expansion joints
- Single & multi-pass units
- Designed to meet user requirements
- Complete systems
- Tube bundle cleaning options
- High pressure construction
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Thermo-Z Specification

1. The unit manufacturer shall have at least 35 years
of experience with high temperature air-to-air heat
exchangers and combustion equipment. 

2. The heat recovery equipment shall be Munters type
Thermo-Z, having a model number of _______________.

3. The unit shall be capable of operating with a hot side inlet
temperature (T3) of _________ °F.

4. The heat exchanger heat transfer matrix shall be made
with minimum 0.03" _____________ plates with
embossed conical dimples to maintain plate separation
and enhance heat transfer.

5. All material directly in contact with the hot side gas
stream shall be __________________________.

6. The heat transfer matrix shall be die formed with
continuous seam welds to prevent gas leakage to the
adjacent airstream.

7. The heat transfer matrix and inner casing shall be
mechanically and thermally separated from the outer case
by means of integral all-welded thermal expansion joints
and 4" of high temperature thermal ceramic insulation
(minimum 6 pcf density).

8. The inner casing shall be minimum 12-gauge all-welded
construction and be of the same material as the heat
transfer matrix.

9. No open face insulation shall be in contact with the
process air stream.

10. Expansion joints shall be formed and welded metal
bellows type, constructed from the same material type
as the heat transfer matrix.

11. The outer casing shall be minimum 11-gauge
carbon steel.

12. Flanges shall be minimum ___" x ___" x ___" structural
steel with pre-punched boltholes for easy hook-up.  

13. The unit shall have a structural steel baseframe with
integral lifting lugs.

14. The unit shall be sandblasted to SP6 grade specification
and shall be primed and painted with high temperature
aluminum paint for weather protection.

15. The unit shall be rated for ____ inches W.C. maximum
differential pressure at operating temperatures.

16. Airflow through the heat exchanger shall be in a
counterflow pattern to ensure maximum performance.

17. Prior to shipment, each module must be pressure tested
to ____ inches W.C. differential air pressure and 
experience no more than 0.01% leakage rate.

UI FLOW

UU FLOW

ZI FLOW

LU FLOW

LL FLOW

X FLOW

ZZ FLOW
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Thermo-Z
Airflows Variations
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Thermo-T Specification

1. The unit manufacturer shall have at least 35 years
of experience with high temperature air-to-air heat
exchangers and combustion equipment. 

2. The heat recovery equipment shall be Munters type
Thermo-T, having a model designation of ___________.

3. The unit shall be capable of operating with a hot side inlet
temperature (T3) of _____ °F.

4. All material directly in contact with the hot side gas
stream shall be __________________________.

5. The heat exchanger tubes shall be minimum .065"
average wall thickness _____________  material.

6. The tube sheet shall be 1/4" thick minimum.

7. The tubes shall be continuously seam welded to tube
sheet, preventing gas leakage and cross-contamination.

8. The heat exchanger tubes, tube sheets and inner casing
shall be mechanically and thermally separated from the
outer case by means of integral all-welded thermal
expansion joints and 4" of high temperature thermal
ceramic insulation (minimum 6 pcf density).

9. The inner casing shall be minimum 12-gauge all-
welded construction and be of the same material as
the tube bundle.

10. No open face insulation shall be in contact with the
process air stream.

11. Expansion joints shall be formed and welded metal
bellows type, constructed from the same material type
as the tube bundle.

12. The outer casing shall be minimum 11-gauge
carbon steel.

UI FLOW

ZI FLOW

X FLOW

13. Flanges shall be minimum ____" x ____" x ____"
structural steel with pre-punched boltholes for 
easy hook-up.

14. The unit shall have a structural steel baseframe with
integral lifting lugs.

15. The unit shall be sandblasted to SP6 grade specification
and primed and painted with high temperature aluminum
paint for weather protection.

16. The unit shall be rated for ____ inches W.C. maximum
differential pressure at operating temperatures.

17. Airflow through the heat exchanger shall be in a
counterflow pattern to ensure maximum performance.

18. Prior to shipment, each module must be pressure 
tested to ____ inches W.C. differential air pressure and 
experience no more than 0.01% leakage rate.
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Thermo-T 
Airflows Variations
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Computer Analysis
Munters will supply a complete Thermodynamic Output as well as a Financial
Analysis showing simple payback.
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